TODAY’S
SCRIPTURE:

SERMON TITLE:

John 15:5
Acts 17:28

“ABIDING IN
THE PRESENCE
OF GOD”

DIVINE NATURE:
1. CREATOR
2. LORD

“Therefore, the One
whom you worship
without knowing, Him I
proclaim to you:”
you:”

3. JUDGE

Acts 17:23

“GOD, who made the
world and everything in
it, since He is Lord of
heaven and earth, does
not dwell in temples
made with hands.”
hands.”

“Nor is He worshiped
with men’s hands, as
though He needed
anything, since He gives
to all life, breath, and all
things.”

Acts 17:24
17:24

Acts 17:25

John
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“…HE...made every nation
…to dwell on all
the…earth,,
the…earth
and…determined their
preappointed times and
the boundaries of their
dwellings,.”
dwellings
,.”

Acts 17:26

“…so that they should seek
the Lord, in the hope
that they might grope
for Him and find Him,
though He is not far
from each one of us;”
us;”

Acts 17:27

“for in Him we live and
move and have our
being, as also some of
your own poets have
said, ‘For we are also His
offspring.”

“Therefore, since we are
“Therefore,
the offspring of GOD, we
ought not to think that
the Divine Nature is like
…something shaped by
art and man’s devising.”
devising.”

Acts 17:28

Acts 17:29

“I AM the vine, you are
the branches. He who
abides in Me, and I in
him, bears much fruit;
for without Me you can
do nothing.”
nothing.”

SERMON PNTS.:
1. ORDER
2. OBEDIENCE

John 15:5

3. FLOW (Follow)
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SERMONIC
POINT #1:

SERMONIC
POINT #2:

ORDER

OBEDIENCE

SERMONIC
POINT #3:

“Concerning the
divisions of the
GATEKEEPERS:: of the
GATEKEEPERS
Korahites,, Meshelemiah
Korahites
the son of Kore,
Kore, of the
sons of Asaph.
Asaph.”

FLOW
(FOLLOW)

“Moreover the sons of
Obed--Edom were
Obed
Shemaiah…Jehozabad…
Shemaiah…
Jehozabad…Joah…
Joah…
Sacar…
Sacar
…Nethanel
Nethanel…
…Ammiel
Ammiel…Iss
…Iss
achar…Peulthai
achar…
Peulthai the eighth

…for God blessed him.
him.””

I Chron. 26:4

I Chron. 26:1

“All these were of the
sons of ObedObed-Edom ,
they and their sons and
their brethren, able men
with strength for the
work: 62 of Obed
Obed--Edom.”
Edom.”

I Chron. 26:8
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“Among these were the
divisions of the
GATEKEEPERS…
GATEKEEPERS
…having
duties just like their
brethren, to serve in the
house of the Lord.

I Chron. 26:12

Details count! The AAA 88 shell had a timed fuse so it could be exploded
at the approximate altitude of the target. Succes was achieved when
shrapnel from the round would shred aircraft and the men in them. The
terms Falk and Ack Ack came from the guns name and the sound saying 8
8 in German..Alles
German..Alles Clar?
Clar?

sounds like one of the things Germans were desperately trying to get rid of Allied
bombers.
with a timed detonator, you select the detonation time. pressure detonator can
sense altitude. think of the automated parachute deployment mechanism many
skydivers use. just triggering the bomb instead of the chute.
go figure. an aircraft flying above the bomber formation, dropping several
fragmentation bombs with short delay fuze..
fuze..
the idea was NOT to take out individual bombers but rather spread /break the
large formations into smaller packets, easier to deal with.
however, this never really worked.
as far as the AAA was concerned, it was really a probability count. tehey fired
enough rounds into the air to saturate the target area and get SOME of the
bombers.
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